Background. VHA Legionella prevention policy requires quarterly testing of potable water samples, for its 170 medical facilities ("stations") distributed across the United States. We modeled the variability in Legionella positivity rates by location structure and by time to understand Legionella prevalence and distribution across VHA nationwide. Our goal was to understand when, where and why variations in Legionella positivity happens across VHA facilities.
Methods. Data from quarterly water samples from sinks and showers from 2015 through 2017 and for which complete information was reported were used for the model. A multi-level Bayesian logistic regression model was run in R version 3.5.1. The hierarchical location group levels consisted of room nested within floor, within building, within station, within region. The time group-level effects included quarter nested within year. Variabilities within groups were estimated as standard deviation (SD) on the log-odds scale.
Results. Among 138,553 samples, there was little seasonal effect (SD: 0.32) in Legionella positivity based on the quarter in which they were sampled. The largest variability in Legionella positivity occurred at the station level (SD: 2.38), with substantial variation at the building level also (SD: 1.85). The 5% of stations most likely to be positive for Legionella represented only 7.5% of total samples but accounted for 39.7% of all positive samples. The 5% of stations least likely to be positive for Legionella represented 10.4% of total samples, but only had 2 positive samples.
Conclusion. Buildings with the highest probability for Legionella positivity are clustered together within stations. We saw no major seasonal variations in Legionella positivity across facilities. We were able to better predict stations with higher positivity as well as lower overall positivity for Legionella water sampling. The observed dominant station-level effects could be due to overarching influences such as a single water source and suggests approaches at this level can impact Legionella control. These results demonstrate a mechanism for understanding the distribution and probability of Legionella and can inform prevention practices and future policy.
Disclosures. Background. Surgical site infections (SSIs) are common (160,000-300,000 per year in the United States) and costly ($6,000-$25,500 per event) healthcare-associated infections with potentially lethal outcomes (2.1%-6.7% mortality rate). A prior analysis by our group suggested that statistical process control (SPC) can detect SSI outbreaks earlier than traditional epidemiological surveillance methods. This study aimed to quantify the potential impact of SPC surveillance on patient outcomes (prevented SSIs and deaths) and healthcare costs.
Methods. We retrospectively analyzed 30 SSI outbreaks occurring over a period of 8 years in a network of 50 community hospitals from the Southeastern United States. We applied 24 control chart variations, including 2 optimized for SSI surveillance, 6 with expert-defined pre-outbreak baselines (used in our pilot study), 4 with lagged rolling baselines (idem), and 12 common practice ones (using rolling baselines with no lag or fixed baselines). The charts used procedure-specific data from either the outbreak hospital or the entire network to compute baseline SSI rates. We calculated the average SSI rates during, before and after the outbreaks, and the months elapsed between SPC and traditional detection. We then used these values to estimate the number of SSIs that could have been prevented by SPC, and corresponding deaths avoided and cost savings (Figure 1) .
Results. Optimized charts detected 96% of the outbreaks earlier than traditional surveillance, while pilot study and common practice charts did so only 65% (58%) of the time (Figure 2 ). Optimized charts could potentially prevent 15.2 SSIs, 0.64 deaths, and save $226,000 in excess care costs per outbreak. Overall, charts using network baselines performed better than those relying on local hospital data. Commonly used variations were the least effective, but were still able to improve on traditional surveillance (Figure 3) .
Conclusion. SPC methods provide a great opportunity to prevent infections and deaths and generate cost savings, ultimately improving patient safety and care quality. While common practice SPC charts can also speed up outbreak detection, optimized SPC methods have a significantly higher potential to prevent SSIs and reduce healthcare costs.
